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Many species exploit immediately apparent dimensions of objects during tool use and

manufacture and operate over internal perceptual representations of objects (they move

and reorient objects in space, have rules of operation to deform or modify objects, etc).

Humans, however, actively test for functionally relevant object properties before such

operations begin, even when no previous percepts of a particular object's qualities in the

domain have been established. We hypothesize that such prospective diagnostic interventions

are a human specialization of cognitive function that has been entirely overlooked in the

neuropsychological literature. We presented chimpanzees with visually identical rakes:

one was functional for retrieving a food reward; the other was non-functional (its base was

spring-loaded). Initially, they learned that only the functional tool could retrieve a distant

reward. In test 1, we explored if they would manually test for the rakes' rigidity during tool

selection, but before using it. We found no evidence of such behavior. In test 2, we obliged

the apes to deform the non-functional tool's base before using it, in order to evaluate

whether this would cause them to switch rakes. It did not. Tests 3e6 attempted to focus the

apes' attention on the functionally relevant property (rigidity). Although one ape eventually

learned to abandon the non-functional rake before using it, she still did not attempt to test

the rakes for rigidity prior to use. While these results underscore the ability of chimpanzees

to use novel tools, at the same time they point toward a fundamental (and heretofore

unexplored) difference in causal reasoning between humans and apes. We propose that

this behavioral difference reflects a human specialization in how object properties are

represented, which could have contributed significantly to the evolution of our techno-

logical culture. We discuss developing a new line of evolutionarily motivated neuropsy-

chological research on action disorders.
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Many species, ranging from fish to birds to mammals, use and

manufacture simple tools for extracting food resources (for a

recent overview of tool use in animals, see Shumaker,

Walkup, & Beck, 2011). Over a century of laboratory tests of

animal tool-using (especially by great apes) have established a

wide range of circumstances inwhich animals can learn about

the relationships involved in simple tool use andmanufacture

(Kohler, 1927; Yerkes & Yerkes, 1929). More recent work has

focused on exploring controversial questions about the

manner in which animals understand the causal relations

involved in tool use, and their ability to generalize from one

tool-using context to another (e.g., Girndt, Meier & Call, 2008;

Hauser, 1997; Manrique, Gross, & Call, 2010; Martin-Ordas,

Call, & Colmenares, 2008; Povinelli & Vonk, 2003; Santos,

Pearson, Spaepen, Tsao, & Hauser, 2006; Seed, Tebbich,

Emery, & Clayton, 2006; Taylor, Hunt, & Gray, 2011; Tebbich

& Bshary, 2004; Visalberghi & Limongelli, 1994; for a critical

review, see Penn & Povinelli, 2007).

The widespread use of tools raises an important question:

How do tool-using species select the correct tool for a given

problem? In humans, double-dissociation evidence from

neuropsychology suggests the existence of at least two rela-

tively independent mechanisms that can be used to select

appropriate tools. One of these draws on past experience

(semantic knowledge), the other on passive visual analysis.

Patients with semantic dementia, resulting from temporal

lobe atrophy, have profound difficulties when asked to

perform tasks that rely upon their semantic knowledge of a

familiar tool's function (e.g., correctly matching a picture of a

hammer and a nail; Hodges, Bozeat, Lambon Ralph, Patterson,

& Spatt, 2000). However, these same patients may perform

very well when required to select a task-appropriate, novel

tool based on the compatibility of its visual features (e.g., the

presence of a hooked end) and that of a recipient object (e.g., a

loop; Hodges, Spatt, & Patterson, 1999; Hodges et al., 2000).

Despite a disruption in semantic knowledge of tooleobject

relations, these patients appear able to infer appropriate re-

lationships based on visual structural properties, an ability

known as mechanical reasoning (Goldenberg & Hagmann,

1998). Conversely, patients with corticobasal degeneration

retain semantic knowledge of familiar tooleobject relation-

ships, but exhibit impaired mechanical reasoning (cf. Spatt,

Bak, Bozeat, Patterson, & Hodges, 2002).

Although overlooked empirically, there is a third way in

which humans seek appropriate tools. This involves actively

testing for the presence of functionally relevant object prop-

erties either retrospectively or prospectively. For instance,

when an object behaves in a manner that violates our ex-

pectations, we actively seek out the underlying (non-obvious)

causes of these failures through the use of retrospective diag-

nostic interventions (e.g., checking the batteries inside a mal-

functioning TV remote controller). More generally, actively

seeking information to reveal nonobvious causal relations by

acting on the world plays a fundamental role in human

reasoning (Gopnik et al., 2004; Pearl, 2000; Spirtes, Glymour, &

Scheines, 1993; Woodward, 2003). Even preschool children are

able to use the patterns of evidence that emerge from their

own actions on objects to learn the causal structure of events,

as well as to predict the outcome of new interventions that

they plan to exert on such systems (e.g., Kushnir & Gopnik,
2005; Schulz, Gopnik, & Glymour, 2007). For instance, when

blocks that could previously be made to stand upright are

rigged so as to persistently topple over for unseen reasons,

3e5-year-old children will actively search for a cause (e.g., by

turning the block over and examining its bottom surface; see

Povinelli & Dunphy-Lelii, 2001). Such retrospective diagnostic

interventions appear to reflect the explicit recognition that

objects can possess functionally relevant, yet hidden, prop-

erties. Despite their competences at learning the basic re-

lations involved in such physical systems, evidence that

chimpanzees engage in comparable retrospective in-

terventions targeted at revealing such causal structure is (thus

far at least) notably absent (Povinelli & Dunphy-Lelii, 2001).

Adult humans also engage in prospective diagnostic in-

terventions. Like their retrospective counterparts, these in-

terventions appear to reflect the explicit recognition that

objects may possess important, but non-obvious, properties

(e.g., weight, center-of-mass, rigidity). Here, however, the in-

terventions are deployed prior to using the objects for a spec-

ified purpose. Consider the problem of attempting to retrieve a

heavy goal object that lies beyond your reach. Two visually

identical rakes are available for use, and you have prior

knowledge that only one is actually rigid enough to be suc-

cessful. In this case, the functionally relevant property (ri-

gidity) is not immediately apparent. This otherwise “hidden”

property can, however, be revealed by testing for its presence

through active manipulation before selecting which tool to

use. To our knowledge, however, no prior research has

addressed whether any tool-using species other than humans

engage in such prospective diagnostic interventions, and thus

it is remains unknown whether similar species differences

might be detected with respect to prospective diagnostic

intervention. Furthermore, we are unaware of any data con-

cerning the development of this capacity or its disruption in

patients suffering from disorders known to impact tool use

knowledge including semantic dementia, corticobasal

degeneration or limb apraxia. This raises a general question:

to what extent are prospective diagnostic interventions

important in supporting the intelligent use of tools, and what

methods are available for evaluating this capacity in clinical

populations?

Chimpanzees are an excellent species in which to begin

exploring this question. They famously engage in simple acts

of tool use and construction both in the wild and in captivity

(Goodall, 1986; Kohler, 1927). In doing so, chimpanzees must

accurately acquire and represent many perceptual relations

between tools and the target objects on which they operate

(e.g., the possibility of making physical contact; see Povinelli,

2003 for numerous examples of chimpanzees' understanding
of this basic relation). This ability allows them to engage in a

variety of tool-mediated, goal-directed actions, including

retrieving objects that are beyond reach. Furthermore, some

of themost quintessential acts of toolmanufacture and use by

chimpanzees, termite fishing, might benefit from the use of

prospective diagnostic interventions. Wands used to fish for

termites must be both pliable and spring-like as they are

inserted into the winding termite passages and then extrac-

ted. Chimpanzeesmust select rawmaterials that satisfy these

demands at one location, and then transport them to a nearby

termite mound (Bermejo & Illera, 1999; van Lawick-Goodall,
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1973; McGrew& Rogers, 1983; Sanz, Call,&Morgan, 2009). Raw

materials from one feeding site to the next can differ in

functionally relevant ways that are immediately apparent

(length, diameter) but also in ways that are far less obvious

(rigidity). Testing these materials prior to harvesting and

transporting them to the feeding site might therefore offer a

substantial energetic benefit. Surprisingly, it is currently un-

known whether wild chimpanzees engage in this type of

prospective diagnostic intervention, or can be prompted to do

so in captivity.

To address this question, we conducted two main experi-

ments (6 separate tests) with tool-savvy chimpanzees who

had previously mastered the use of rakes to retrieve rewards

(as well as numerous other tooleobject relations such as,

pushing, pulling, poking, hooking, rolling, balancing, hanging,

swinging, bending, unbending, inserting, dropping). In a

learning phase, we exposed them to a pair of familiar tools

(hereafter “rakes”) that appeared visually identical at rest.

When these rakes were used to retrieve a reward located

beyond reach, however, the functional differences between

them became apparent: the base of one of the rakes was rigid

and functional for accessing the reward; the base of the other

rake was spring-loaded, and therefore deformed when

encountering any resistance, rendering it ineffective. As in

earlier studies, we expected our subjects to learn to abandon

the non-functional tool after repeatedly seeing its base

deform against themass of the goal object. After such learning

occurred, we administered tests in which they were required

to select just one of the rakes to use. Our question was

whether they would attempt to prospectively diagnose which

of the rakes was functional at the time of selection (that is,

before trying to retrieve the reward located elsewhere). We

reasoned that if the apes tested the rakes for rigidity before

deciding which one to transport and use, then this would

suggest that they understood that 1) the rakes, although

visually identical at rest, differed in a “hidden” property (ri-

gidity) that is essential to their functionality in this task, 2) this

functional property of the rakes is conserved across contexts

(selection vs use), and 3) could only be revealed through active

manipulation (i.e., prospective diagnostic intervention).
1. Experiment 1

1.1. Method

1.1.1. Subjects
The subjects were six1 socially housed, adult chimpanzees (1

male, 5 females) ranging in age from 16 to 17 years (Exp. 1) and

19e20 years (Exp. 2).

The apes were captive-born and reared together in a peer

group at the University of Louisiana. They lived in a large,

physically enriched, indooreoutdoor compound and had

constant social interaction with each other and their human

caretakers. Their rearing and testing history, as well as details

of their living environment, are described elsewhere (see

especially Povinelli, 2012; Povinelli, 2003, pp. 62e65).
1 One of the six subjects completed the learning phase, but did
not participate in Tests 1 and 2 (see below).
The apes were highly familiar with a standardized proce-

dure in which they took turns exiting their social group and

entering a testing unit consisting of an outdoor waiting area

and an indoor testing space. The indoor testing space was

separated from an exterior human workspace by a Plexiglas

partition. The Plexiglas partition contained a single large

opening (15.25� 61 cm) the apes could freely reach through in

order tomanipulate various testingmaterials. To the far left of

the apes, there was also an “exchange window” where the

apes could pass objects to, or receive objects from, the

experimenters.

Importantly, prior to this investigation, the apes had

participated in over one hundred published and unpublished

studies in which they gained extensive experience and

expertise using and constructing toolsdincluding devices

similar to the rigid and non-rigid rakes used in the current

study (for some examples, see Povinelli, 2012; Povinelli, 2003).

In this sense, these apes could be thought of as “experts” in

tool-using and making.

1.1.2. Materials
Fig. 1 depicts the two visually identical rakes that were used in

the study: the functional rake, with the base affixed rigidly to

the shaft of the rake, and the non-functional rake, with the base

connected to the main shaft by a spring-loaded hinge. Criti-

cally, the difference between the two rakes was only apparent

when forcewas applied to the base of the non-functional rake,

causing it to deflect away from the shaft by up to 180�. We took

extreme care to ensure that the rakes remained visually

identical throughout the course of these studies (except as

noted; see Exp. 2).

The rakes were presented to the apes in a see-through

Plexiglas “tool container” that was located in the interior

working space, and they were used to retrieve food rewards

from a large table apparatus in the exterior work space (see

Fig. 2aeb). The tool container consisted of two compartments

that were open on one end. The purpose of the container was

to control which end of the rake (i.e., handle or functional/

non-functional base) the apes could initially grasp. After the

apes removed the rakes from the container by grasping their

handles, the functional/non-functional bases behaved iden-

tically because no forces were applied to them directly (Fig. 1a;

but see Exp. 2, test 6). Conversely, the rakes behaved differ-

ently when the apes removed them by grasping the

functional/non-functional bases. More precisely, the base of

the non-functional rake was immediately displaced (i.e., up to

180�), whereas the base of the functional rake remained rigid

(Fig. 1b). The container and rakes were designed to maximize

the displacement of the base of the non-functional rake as the

apes grasped and removed it from the container.

During the familiarization and learning phases (see

below), the table apparatus contained two tracks separated

by a Plexiglas partition (Fig. 2a). The tracks were fitted with

trays that held fruit rewards (e.g., apple and banana halves).

A large wooden peg was affixed to the front end of each tray.

The apes were able to retrieve the rewards by using the

functional rake to hook the peg and drag the tray to within

reach. The apes had considerable previous experience

hooking reward trays like this in earlier studies (e.g.,

Povinelli, 2003; Exps. 15e16, 19e20, 24e27). Due to the spring-
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Fig. 1 e (a) Tool container with rakes handles oriented toward the subject with hand selecting non-functional rake. (b) Tool

container with functional ends oriented toward the subject with a human hand selecting the non-functional rake to

demonstrate its deforming base.

Fig. 2 e Megan situated in the interior testing space, interacting with the testing apparatus in the exterior (human)

workspace. (a) Double-track table apparatus used in learning phase of Exps. 1 & 2 with rakes in position. (b) Single-track

apparatus used in tests 1e6.
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loaded nature of its base, use of the non-functional rake

proved fruitless.

For tests 1 and 2, the table contained only a single track

(Fig. 2b).

Before the learning phase and tests 1 and 2 began, we

individually calibrated the distance between the reward trays

and the opening in the Plexiglas for each ape to ensure that

the trays were beyond reach, yet easily accessible with the

rake.

1.1.3. Procedure
1.1.3.1. FAMILIARIZATION. All six apes participated in this phase.

Before beginning the study, the apes were given 4 structured

sessions inwhich theywere familiarizedwith 1) the process of

retrieving the rakes from the tool container, bringing them to

the exchange window, and handing them to the experi-

menter, and 2) using their hands to pull the reward trays to

within reach and retrieve the food rewards (the reward trays

were positioned to make this possible). All apes easily per-

formed these actions.

1.1.3.2. LEARNING PHASE. All six apes participated in this phase.

The goal of this phase was to allow the apes to learn that the

visually identical rakes were either functional or non-

functional.

Before each trial, both trays of the two-track table appa-

ratus were baited with fruit rewards, and the two rakes were

placed in the tool container, one in the left compartment and

the other in the right. On each trial, both rakes were presented

in the same orientation, with either the handle ends or the

functional/non-functional ends oriented for grasping. The

orientations and starting left/right positions of the rake pairs

were counterbalanced for each ape within sessions.

At the start of each trial, the ape entered the testing unit,

retrieved both rakes, and passed them to the experimenter

through the exchange window. As the ape observed, the

experimenter held up each rake in sequence, demonstrated

the unique property of their bases, and then set them down in

front of the reward trays with their handle ends oriented to

the ape. The left-right locations of the two rakes were coun-

terbalanced across trials, but the placement always proceeded

from left to right. Next, the experimenter moved out of sight

behind a barrier located in the back of the exterior space and

remotely opened the response hole allowing the ape free ac-

cess to both rakes. The ape was allowed to manipulate both

rakes (and hence the associated reward trays) for up to 90 sec,

but was unable to move a rake from one track to another due

to a Plexiglas divider that partitioned the two tracks. Each

session consisted of four trials.

Learning was assessed by changes in the amount of time

spent using the two rakes across sessions. The criterion

required to advance to test 1 was a 50% reduction in the mean

amount of time spent manipulating the non-functional rake

across sessions 1e10.

1.1.3.3. TEST 1 (HANDLE ENDS TOWARD SUBJECTS). Following the

apes' learning that the functional and nonfunctional rakes

were different, we replaced the double-track table with the

single-track table (see Fig. 2b). The tool container was located

as described above. We presented the rakes to the apes by
their handle ends to determine if, after initially pulling a rake

from the container, they would explore the rigidity of the

bases before to attempting to use it to obtain the reward tray.

The left-right position of the rakes was counterbalanced

within sessions. The ape entered the test unit and was

allowed 60 sec to withdraw either or both rakes from the tool

container. However, the ape was only allowed to insert one of

the rakes through the hole in the Plexiglas partition to attempt

to retrieve the reward tray. During these 60 sec, the ape was

free to manipulate and/or inspect the rakes. After inserting

one of the rakes through the Plexiglas, we allowed an addi-

tional 60 sec for the ape to use the rake to attempt reward

retrieval. If the ape tried to insert the other rake, however, the

experimenter ended the trial by remotely closing the response

opening. We tested the apes across 13 sessions, each con-

sisting of 4 trials. Despite repeated attempts to encourage her,

Mindy elected not to participate in either tests 1 or 2.

1.1.3.4. TEST 2: FUNCTIONAL ENDS TOWARD SUBJECTS. This test was

identical to test 1 except that at the start of each trial we

reoriented the rake pairs such that they could only be

removed from the container by grasping their bases (Fig. 1b).

Critically, this meant that on those trials in which the apes

selected the non-functional rake, they were obliged to expe-

rience its deformation as they pulled it from the container (i.e.,

before deciding whether to use it). We tested the apes across

16 sessions, each consisting of 4 trials.

1.1.4. Video coding and reliability
All trials were recorded using two video cameras for off-line

coding. One camera captured the tool container; the other

captured the reward trays (see examples of captured frames in

Fig. 2aeb). A primary rater coded all trials using a set of

written instructions. A secondary rater independently coded

all trials from the learning phase and 30% of the trials from

tests 1 and 2, including at least one trial per session for each

ape. For the learning phase, two raters also coded all trials for

the amount of time the apes spent using each rake while

attempting to retrieve the food reward, and their scores were

strongly correlated (Pearson's r ¼ .99). For tests 1 and 2, the

raters recorded (1) the rake the apes touched first (test 1,

k ¼ .95; test 2, k ¼ 1.00), (2) whether the apes changed their

rake selection before attempting to retrieve the reward tray

(test 1, k ¼ undefined, 97.5% agreement; test 2, k ¼ 1.00, (3) the

maximum amount of angular deformation (high � 60�,
medium¼ 30e60�, low� 30�, none¼ 0�) of the base of the non-

functional rake as it was removed from the container (test 2

only, k ¼ .91), (4) the rake the apes used to attempt to retrieve

the reward tray (tests 1 and 2, k ¼ 1.00), and (5) the maximum

amount of deformation of the non-functional rake's base as it

contacted the reward tray (tests 1 and 2, k ¼ .62).

1.1.5. Ethics statement
The research was approved by the Animal Care and Use

Committee of the University of Louisiana at Lafayette (UL

Lafayette Animal Research Protocols No. 2005-8717-041 and

2008-8717-078). The chimpanzees were housed in a large so-

cial group in a facility fully accredited by AAALAC. The

chimpanzees' standard of care exceeded those mandated by

the US Animal Welfare Act, and all experiments described in

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.05.011
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this paper comply with the laws of the country in which they

were performed. The animals were not food deprived at any

time for the purposes of these experiments.
Fig. 3 e Mean maximum angular deformation scores (in

estimated degrees) during non-functional rake use (tests 1

and 2) and retrieval from tool container (test 2). There are

no retrieval scores in test 1 because handles were oriented

toward subjects (see text for details).

Table 2 e Number of trials in which subjects switched
rakes prior to using them, Exp. 1, test 2.

Subject Test Direction of Switch
1.2. Results

1.2.1. Learning phase
Recall that in the initial learning phase, the apes were pre-

sented with the two-track apparatus containing two visually

identical rakes and two food reward trays (Fig. 2a; see

Method). The results are depicted in Table 1. As expected, the

apes quickly learned that the non-functional rake was not

effective in retrieving the reward. We calculated learning ef-

fects by using one-tailed, paired-samples t-tests comparing

themeans of the first half on the learning phase (sessions 1e5)

to the second half (sessions 6e10). We found that total

handling time, duration of the first bout, and the mean bout

duration with the non-functional rake, all declined signifi-

cantly (see statistics in Table 1). Crucially, this established that

the apes learned that the rakes could be either effective or

ineffective in retrieving the reward tray. This allowed us to

proceed to the main tests.

1.2.2. Test 1 (handles toward subjects)
The single-track apparatus was used that contained only one

reward tray (see Fig. 2b), and the rakes were presented to the

apes in a Plexiglas box (see Fig. 1a, Method) with the handles

oriented to the apes. Thus, when the apes selected a rake by

pulling on one of them, the functional property of the base

was not obvious.

The important result of this test is the complete absence of

any evidence for prospective diagnostic intervention: across

all 64 trials, there was not a single instance in which an ape actively

manipulated the base of a selected rake prior to using it. Instead,

the apes retrieved a rake from the tool container and then

immediately used it in an attempt to retrieve the reward tray.

This is especially striking given that, as in the prior learning

phase, when the apes deployed the non-functional rake, they

rapidly abandoned it when the functional end deformed

against the reward tray (mean time to first abandon the non-

functional rake declined to amere 3.1 sec across their first four

bouts; range ¼ 2.1e4 sec). The average maximum angular

deflection of the base of the non-functional rake prior to

abandoning it was in the “high” category (>60�; see Fig. 3).

Importantly, when the apes used the functional rake, they

successfully retrieved the reward tray on 98.4%

(range ¼ 92e100) of trials. In contrast, they never succeeded

with the non-functional rake. Also, the apes were equally

likely to select either rake from the box. On average, the apes
Table 1 e Mean (and SD) in seconds of use of the non-
functional rake during the learning phase of Exp. 1, and
results of dependent t-tests (one-tailed).

Measure Sessions df t p

1e5 6e10

Overall handling time 34.8 (10.1) 21.8 (11.1) 4 3.74 .01

First bout 13.1 (5.1) 7.3 (2.2) 4 3.23 .02

All bouts 11.0 (2.2) 7.6 (2.7) 4 7.57 .001
selected the functional rake on 51.5% of the trials, and a one

sample t-test (two-tailed, hypothetical mean ¼ .5) indicated

that this did not differ significantly from chance, t(4)¼ .61,

p ¼ .58. In short, this corroborated that the apes could not

visually discriminate between the functional and non-

functional rakes.

1.2.3. Test 2 (functional ends toward subjects)
In this test, the apes were obliged to pull the rakes from the

tool container by grasping the bases (Fig. 1b). When they

happened to select the non-functional rake, the base

deformed in their hand(s) as they removed it.

The average maximum angular deflection of the base of

the non-functional rake during retrieval was in the “high”

category (>60�; see Fig. 3), and the absolute amount of defor-

mation was greater than during attempted rake use,

t(4)¼ 3.30, Bonferroni-corrected p-value¼ .03. Thismeans that

the apes received the maximum possible sensory feedback

concerning the pliability of the base of non-functional rake

during its selection (prior to use). Nevertheless, on average the

apes abandoned the non-functional rake on only 5.7% of all

trials (range ¼ 0e22.2%). Crucially, they were just as likely to

abandon the functional rake in favor of the non-functional rake (see

Table 2). In other words, deformation of the base of the non-
NF / F F / NF

Apollo 2 1 2

Kara 2 1 0

Candy 2 0 1

Brandy 2 0 1

Megan 2 6 3

2 (replication) 1 1

Mean 1.8 1.6

F/NF ¼ functional to non-functional, NF/ F¼ non-functional to

functional.
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functional rake during retrieval had no effect on whether they

decided to use it.

Again, the apes were highly successful in retrieving the

reward when using the functional rake (mean success

rate ¼ 94.3%, range ¼ 84e100%), but never succeeded with the

non-functional rake. Also, as in test 1, the subjects' initial
choice between the rakes was random. As a group, the apes

selected the functional rake on an average of 50.9% of the

trials, and a one sample t-test (two-tailed, hypothetical

mean ¼ .5) indicated that this performance did not signifi-

cantly differ from chance, t(4)¼ .497, p ¼ .645.

One ape, Megan, exhibited a weak, but possibly important,

bias in the direction of abandoning the non-functional rake in

favor of the functional rake (Table 2). In order to examine the

robustness of this result, we conducted a full replication of

test 2 with this ape two weeks after test 1. Across all 64 trials,

Megan switched rakes only twice prior to using them, once in

each of the two possible directions (see Test 2 replication,

Table 2). This supports the hypothesis that her rake switching

performance in the original test 2 reflected chance responding

rather than a prospective diagnosis of rake rigidity (We should

emphasize that during this replication test, Megan experi-

enced clear visual and sensori-motor feedback on the func-

tional properties of the rakes. On 29 of the 30 trials on which

her initial choice was for the non-functional rake, the base

displaced 60� or more as she pulled it from the tool container.

Moreover, on all 29 trials in which the base of the non-

functional rake contacted the reward tray, the functional

end displaced against the tray. Additionally, on all trials in

which Megan chose the functional tool first (54.7% of the

total), she was able to easily retrieve the food reward.)

The main results of test 1 can be summarized in two parts.

First, there was no evidence for prospective diagnostic inter-

vention (testing for a tool's causal properties before using it).

Second, the causal relation that our apes learned by using the

rake in one context (tool use) did not generalize to a slightly

different context (tool selection).

These results are open to several interpretations. One

possibility is that after they grasped a rake, the apes could not

inhibit the act of attempting to use it. Such an obligatory

pattern of action could mask a deeper understanding of the

significance of the non-functional rake's deformation. While

possible, in test 2 the apes did switch rakes on 17 trials (6% of

total), but this switching behavior was not biased in the di-

rection of ultimately selecting the functional rake. Another

interpretation is that the apes encoded the functionally sig-

nificant properties of the rakes (‘deformability’ vs ‘rigidity’),

but their representations of these non-obvious properties

could be retrieved only in the presence of the local contextual

cues that were available when they were originally learned

(i.e., while attempting to retrieve the reward tray). This pos-

sibility would suggest a way in which the chimpanzee's rep-

resentation of the causal properties of objects is markedly

different from humans, and would explain why we obtained

no evidence of prospective diagnostic interventions.

Before discussing these (and related) issues further, we

report a series of additional tests we conducted several years

after those described above. The general purpose of these

tests was to determine if our apesmight engage in prospective

diagnostic interventions prior to attempting tool use if we
provided more explicit scaffolding. The initial scaffolding

involved labeling the functional and non-functional rakes

with different and very distinctive visual markings (see Fig. 4

and Method).
2. Experiment 2

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Subjects and materials
The same six chimpanzees participated in this experiment

three and a half years after the completion of Exp. 1 (One of

the six subjects, Mindy, participated in the familiarization

phase, the learning phase and test 6; see below). The same

general methods (familiarization, learning phase, test phases)

and apparatus were used, except as noted. At the beginning of

the experiment, the at-rest appearances of the functional and

non-functional rakes were modified. For half of the apes, we

colored the functional rake solid red and the non-functional

rake a striped blue and white (Fig. 4). We reversed these

markings for the remaining apes. The markings remained in

effect only during the familiarization and learning phases and

test 3. In tests 4e6, the rakes were returned to the visually

identical appearances from Exp. 1.

2.1.2. Procedure
2.1.2.1. FAMILIARIZATION AND LEARNING PHASES. To begin, we re-

administered a familiarization phase (one session) and a

learning phase (six sessions) with the distinctively marked

rakes. As in Exp. 1, during the learning phase we expected a

decrease in time spent manipulating the non-functional rake.

Unlike Exp. 1, however, because vision alone could now suffice

to differentiate functional and non-functional rakes, we ex-

pected the apes to easily learn to select the functional rake as

their initial choice as the sessions progressed.

2.1.2.2. TESTS 3e6. Following the learning phase, four new

testswere administered (we label them tests 3e6 because they

involved the same group of apes as Exp. 1, albeit several years

later). In tests 3e5, we administered five 4-trial sessions to

each ape. The design of test 6 is described below.

In test 3, we placed the distinctly marked rakes in the tool

container, with the handles oriented toward the apes. As

before, the apes selected a rake fromthe container to use on the

one-track apparatus. Given the distinctive markings of the

rakes, the apes had the opportunity to learn to select the func-

tional rake first. Some of the apes (subgroup A) did so, whereas

others (subgroupB) didnot (see Results).We conducted test 4 to

assess the learning that occurred in test 3. In particular, we

examinedwhether subgroupAhad learned touse themarkings

of the rakes to predict the mechanical differences between the

rakes, or whether they had simply learned to use themarkings

as a signal for selecting the rake thatwould lead to a reward. To

do so, we returned the rakes to their original, visually-identical

states, presented them by their bases (as in Exp. 1, test 2), and

therefore obliged the apes to experience the deformable prop-

erty of the base of the non-functional rake prior to use. If sub-

group A had simply learned to use themarkings as a signal for

rake selection, they would be expected to attempt to use the
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Fig. 4 e (a) The distinctively marked rakes used during portions of Exp. 2 (the learning phase and test 3). For half of the apes

the functional rake was solid red and non-functional rake was striped blue andwhite. The combinationwas reversed for the

other half of the apes. See text for details. (b) Modified tool container and rakes used in Exp. 2, test 6. Note how the base of

the non-functional rake deforms as it is pulled by the handle from the container.

Table 3 e Mean (and SD) in seconds of use of the non-
functional rake during the learning phase of Exp. 2, and
results of dependent t-tests (one-tailed).

Measure Sessions df t p

1e3 4e6

Overall handling 18.6 (5.15) 10.1 (2.86) 5 3.504 .01

First bout 10.8 (3.30) 6.8 (1.48) 5 2.169 .04

All bouts 10.1 (3.12) 5.9 (1.14) 5 2.471 .03

Latency to select 16.3 (5.29) 26.2 (7.24) 5 3.150 .01
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non-functional rake nonetheless (For the apes who did not

exhibit learning in test 3, subgroup B, this test assessed the

impact of additional experience with the visually identical

rakes.).Weadministered test 5 to followupon the performance

of a single ape, Brandy, whose test 4 performancewas different

from her peers. We provided her with the same, visually-

identical rakes, but with the handles oriented toward her. We

examinedwhether shewouldactively attempt to diagnose rake

functionality prior to use.

Finally, we administered test 6 in which we alternated

which ends of the rakeswere presented to the apes during rake

retrieval: on half of the trials, we presented the rakes by their

bases, on the other half we presented them by their handles.

We randomly assigned the apes so that half of them received

the handles first, alternating thereafter, and the other half

received the opposite order (bases first, followed byhandles). In

addition, we introduced an important alteration in the condi-

tion in which the handles were oriented toward the apes. We

applied a small piece of Velcro on the back of the bases of both

the functional and non-functional rakes. Although both rakes

were easily removed from the container when the apes pulled

on the handles, the Velcro on the base of the non-functional

rake caused it to deflect to maximum angular displacement

before it released (see Fig. 4). This procedure allowed the apes

to visually experience the deflection of the base even though

they were pulling on the handle end. Each ape received four, 4-

trial sessions during this test. There were two trials of each

condition per session. The order of the conditions was coun-

terbalanced across apes and sessions (Note that Mindy

participated in this study as well).

Tests 3 and 4 took place over amonth-long period andwere

separated by an average of two days. Test 5 (involving Brandy

only, see above) took place one week after the completion of

test 4. Test 6 (involving all apes) was conducted two months

after the apes had completed test 4.

2.1.3. Video coding and reliability
Video recording, coding and inter-rater reliability (Cohen's
kappa) calculations were conducted as described for Exp. 1.

The kappas for first rake pulled, first rake chosen, and for rake
switches prior to use were extremely high for all tests

(range ¼ .92e1.00). We did not formally analyze the angular

deflection of the rakes as before because the mechanical

properties of the system remained the same.

2.2. Results and discussion

2.2.1. Learning phase (marked rakes)
The results of the learning phase are depicted in Table 3.

These results indicate that, as a group, the apes learned that

the non-functional rake could not retrieve the reward. We

calculated learning effects by using one-tailed, paired t-tests

comparing the means of the first half on the learning phase

(sessions 1e3) to the second half (sessions 4e6). The results

indicate that, as predicted, (1) the latency to select the non-

functional rake increased significantly, (2) the overall

amount of time handling of the non-functional rake

decreased significantly, and (3) both the first bout and overall

bout duration with the non-functional rake declined (see

statistics in Table 3). We were also interested in whether the

apes learned to use the distinctive markings of the rakes to

make a correct first choice. These data are presented in Table

4, and they reveal two distinct subgroups: subgroup A who

learned to use this visual information (Brandy, Megan, Kara)

and subgroup B who did not (Apollo, Candy, Mindy).

2.2.2. Test 3 (marked rakes, handle ends toward subjects)
Despite repeated invitations, Mindy refused to participate in

tests 3 and 4, possibly because of a pregnancy (Mindy did
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Table 4 e Mean percentage (and n) of initial choices for
functional rake during the learning phase of Exp. 2

Subject Sessions

1e3 4e6

Apollo 50 (6/12) 58.3 (7/12)

Kara 50 (6/12) 83.3 (10/12)*

Brandy 58.3 (7/12) 100 (12/12)*

Megan 83.3 (10/12)* 100 (12/12)*

Candy 50 (6/12) 50 (6/12)

Mindy 50 (6/12) 41.7 (5/12)

*p < .05 (chance ¼ 50%, two-tailed binomial test).
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participate in test 6, however; see below). Thus, five subjects

completed this test.

Tobegin,we examinedwhether the apes exhibited a bias for

initially selecting the functional rake. Table 5 presents the apes'
first choices (the rake they initially selected). First, we examine

the results fromsubgroupA.Thesedata reveal that twoof these

apes (MeganandBrandy) continued touse thedistinctive visual

cues to select the functional rake: Megan's performance was

flawless (20/20, 100% correct), and Brandy made only one error

(in her second session; 19/20, 95% correct; chance ¼ 50%,

binomial test, two-tailed, p < .001). The other member of sub-

group A, Kara, showed a trend toward selecting the functional

rakefirst (12/19, 63%correct), but her performancedidnot differ

fromchance.Members of subgroupB all exhibited chance-level

performances in their initial rake selection.

As in test 2 of Exp. 1, the apes occasionally switched rakes

prior to using one of them (Table 6). Although infrequent,

these switches were all in the appropriate direction of non-

functional to functional (except for one case in which

Brandy switched from functional to non-functional and then

back to functional).
Table 5 e Percent of trials (and n) in which subjects first pulled th

Subject Test 3 Test 4

NF F NF F

Apollo 60 (12/20) 40 (8/20) 50 (10/20) 50 (10

Kara 37 (7/19)a 63 (12/19)a 65 (13/20) 35 (7/

Brandy 5 (1/20) 95 (19/20) 60 (12/20) 40 (8/

Megan 0 (0/20) 100 (20/20) 65 (13/20) 35 (7/

Candy 50 (10/20) 50 (10/20) 45 (9/20) 55 (11

a One of Kara's trials for test 3 was inadvertently not recorded on video.

Table 6 e Number of trials in which subjects switched rakes pri

Subject Test 3

NF/F F/NF F/NF/F NF/F F

Apollo 1 0 0 1

Kara 2 0 0 1

Brandy 1 0 1 9

Megan 0 0 0 1

Candy 0 0 0 0

NF/F ¼ non-functional to functional, F/NF ¼ functional to non-functio
Table 7 presents the results by session for the apes' final
choices (defined as the rake they inserted through the parti-

tion in an attempt to retrieve the rewarddthat is, after any

switches had occurred). The overall patterns from subgroups

A and B appear the same as described above, including the fact

that Kara again showed a non-significant trend toward using

the functional rake across sessions (see Table 5).

2.2.3. Test 4 (unmarked rakes, functional ends toward
subjects)
The purpose of this test was to determine whether, after the

additional experiences following test 2, the apes could now

use the deflection of the base of the non-functional rake to

assist them in making a correct choice, and/or switching if

they initially selected the non-functional rake. To do so, we

returned the rakes to their original, unmarked states (see Exp.

1). The overall results for initial rake selection can be found in

Table 5, and they reveal that the apes initially chose the rakes

at random, confirming that they could not distinguish themby

sight alone. Our main interest, however, is the data concern-

ing switching. In subgroup A, two apes (Megan and Kara)

switched only once (both in the appropriate direction), indi-

cating a general inability to use the deflection of the base of

the non-functional rake to assist them in switching to the

functional rake consistently (see Table 6). In contrast, the

other member of subgroup A, Brandy, exhibited a different

pattern: on 9 of the 12 trials (75%) where she initially selected

the non-functional rake, Brandy switched to the functional

rake before attempting to retrieve the reward. In addition, she

never made an inappropriate switch (Table 6). The result of

Brandy's switching is reflected in her final rake selection (see

Table 7). Although she experienced difficulty in session 1, she

was flawless thereafter. Simply put, from session 2 forward,

on each occasion in which Brandy initially grasped the base of

the non-functional rake (and therefore experienced its
e non-functional (NF) and functional (F) rakes in tests 3e6.

Test 5 Test 6

NF F NF F

/20) e e 50 (8/16) 50 (8/16)

20) e e 63 (10/16) 38 (6/16)

20) 35 (7/20) 65 (13/20) 56 (9/16) 44 (7/16)

20) e e 44 (7/16) 56 (9/16)

/20) e e 50 (8/16) 50 (8/16)

or to using them in tests 3e5.

Test 4 Test 5

/NF F/NF/F NF/F F/NF F/NF/F

0 0 e e e

0 0 e e e

0 0 6 7 0

0 0 e e e

0 0 e e e

nal, F/NF/F ¼ functional to non-functional to functional.
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Table 7 e Percent of trials on which subjects used the functional rake by session in tests 3e5.

Test Subject Session

1 2 3 4 5

3

Apollo 0 (0/4) 50 (2/4) 50 (2/4) 50 (2/4) 50 (2/4)

Kara 50 (2/4) 67 (2/3)a 100 (4/4) 50 (2/4) 100 (4/4)

Brandy 75 (3/4) 100 (4/4) 100 (4/4) 100 (4/4) 100 (4/4)

Megan 100 (4/4) 100 (4/4) 100 (4/4) 100 (4/4) 100 (4/4)

Candy 50 (2/4) 50 (2/4) 50 (2/4) 50 (2/4) 50 (2/4)

4

Apollo 75 (3/4) 50 (2/4) 50 (2/4) 50 (2/4) 50 (2/4)

Kara 75 (3/4) 25 (1/4) 25 (1/4) 50 (2/4) 25 (1/4)

Brandy 25 (1/4) 100 (4/4) 100 (4/4) 100 (4/4) 100 (4/4)

Megan 50 (2/4) 25 (1/4) 25 (1/4) 75 (3/4) 25 (1/4)

Candy 50 (2/4) 25 (1/4) 50 (2/4) 50 (2/4) 75 (3/4)

5

Brandy 50 (2/4) 50 (2/4) 75 (3/4) 50 (2/4) 75 (3/4)

a One trial was inadvertently not recorded on video.
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deflection), she immediately switched to the functional rake.

This pivotal finding is discussed below.

2.2.4. Test 5 (unmarked rakes, handle ends toward subject,
brandy only)
Brandy's stand out performance in Test 4 prompted us to ask if

she had developed a level of understanding that could support

prospective diagnostic intervention in the context of the

original test (Exp. 1, test 1), or if she had simply learned on a

context-specific understanding, limited to her direct experi-

ence while grasping the base (e.g., “if base deforms, switch

rakes”). The results are consistent with this latter hypothesis.

Brandy switched rakes frequently (see Table 6), and critically,

she was just as likely to make appropriate switches (non-functional

to functional) as inappropriate switches (functional to non-func-

tional). Further, Brandy never intervened to test the rigidity of

the rakes that she selected. Although she displayed a non-

statistically significant bias for initially selecting the func-

tional rake (Table 5), we assume this was due to sampling

error. Her final choices reflect this fact, and indicate an overall

chance-level performance (see Table 7). Note that this latter

fact further corroborates the idea that Brandy's initial selec-

tion was also due to chance.

2.2.5. Test 6 (unmarked rakes, alternating functional and
handle ends toward subjects)
We examined whether additional experience would allow the

apes (especially Brandy) to learn the significance of the

deflecting base of the non-functional rake as we alternated

between trials in which they grasped the handle ends and

witnessed the base of the non-functional rake deflect at a

distance; see Fig. 4), and trials in which they grasped the base

and both visually and haptically experiencing the deflection of

the base. The result revealed several important facts. First, all

apes initially selected the rakes at random, once again con-

firming they could not visually distinguish the unmarked

rakes (Table 5). Second, five of the apes engaged in very low

levels of switching behavior prior to rake use (Table 8), and

their final rake choices reflected chance-level performance

(Table 9). The solitary exception was again Brandy. Her
pattern of initial choices and switching led her to use the

functional rake on 87.5% (7/8 trials) in both conditions (see

Tables 8 and 9). Of special interest, is that her switching

behavior was not limited to the condition in which the func-

tional ends of the rakes were oriented toward her. This in-

dicates that she was able to use the visual information of the

deflection of the base of the non-functional rake, by itself, to

correct her behavior during rake selection. Note that this in-

formation was not available to her in test 5. While generally

impressive, Brandy's result occurred within the context of the

continued absence of evidence for prospective diagnostic

interventions.
3. General discussion

Humans readily search for non-obvious functional properties

of tools and other objects through use of prospective diag-

nostic interventions, i.e., the active manipulation and/or in-

spection of objects with the aim of clarifying their functional

properties. Though overlooked in the comparative literature,

this behavior appears to reflect an appreciation that objects

may possess non-obvious functional properties. We began

with the speculation that such interventions constitute an

important specialization in human causal reasoningdone

that may have played an important role in the evolution of

human technology. On the basis of this reasoning, we ex-

pected that our nearest living relatives, chimpanzees, might

be less likely to engage in such active interventions, even in

the context of a highly familiar task. Our results are consistent

with this prediction, and point toward important differences

between humans and chimpanzees in their capacity and/or

willingness to engage in prospective diagnostic interventions.

Consider the pattern of evidence that emerged during our

three-year-plus study with chimpanzees who were “experts”

in tool-using and tool-making. As expected, in the learning

phases, the apes modified their tool-using behavior in

response to confronting the pliability of the non-functional

rake; they learned to abandon the non-functional rake

almost immediately after experiencing its deformation
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Table 8 e Number of trials in which subjects switched rakes prior to using them in test 6.

Subject Functional ends toward Ss Handles toward Ss

NF/F F/NF F/NF/F NF/F F/NF F/NF/F

Apollo 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kara 1 0 0 1 0 0

Brandy 3 0 0 4 1 2

Megan 0 1 0 0 0 0

Candy 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mindy 0 1 0 0 1 0

Table 9 e Percent of trials in which subjects used the
functional rakes by condition in test 6.

Subject Orientation toward subject

Functional ends Handle ends

Apollo 50 (4/8) 50 (4/8)

Kara 50 (4/8) 50 (4/8)

Brandy 87.5 (7/8) 87.5 (7/8)

Megan 50 (4/8) 50 (4/8)

Candy 50 (4/8) 50 (4/8)

Mindya 33.3 (2/6) 22.2 (2/9)

a Mindy was inadvertently administered an unbalanced number of

trials of the two treatments. In addition, she did not respond on

one trial in which the functional ends were oriented toward her.
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against the reward tray. By itself, this fact is unremarkable.

Chimpanzees (and other animals) have been known to exhibit

such abilities for a very long time (e.g., K€ohler, 1917). In our

approach, such general learning provides the critical backdrop

for deciphering findings on subsequent experimental tests. In

those tests, success required prospective diagnostic in-

terventions to identify the functional before using it. Our apes

showed little evidence for deploying such interventions.

Specifically, in test 1 our apes did not intervene to identify

the rake that they had previously learned was ineffective.

More remarkable still, in test 2, even as the base of the non-

functional rake was deforming in their hands, they did not

switch to the functional one. Instead, they transported the

flexible rake to the work area and attempted to retrieve the

reward. We found these results bracing in light of our apes'
well-documented expertise successfully using rakes (and a

wide variety of other tools) to solve a broad range of problems

(see Povinelli, 2003; Povinelli, 2012).

Furthermore, after our apes had acquired additional

expertise (after several additional years of testing on causal

reasoning problems), we re-tested them on second, slightly

modified version of this task. In this second series of tests, we

provided the apes with additional information during the

learning phase by giving the functional and non-functional

rakes distinct colors and patterns. These markings made the

rakes visually distinctive while at rest, and the apes quickly

learned to use this information to choose the functional rake.

We then removed these cues for testing (see Exp. 2, tests 4e6).

Under these conditions, one ape (Brandy) learned to switch

rakes when she grabbed a base and it deformed in her hand

(Table 6, test 4). Although itmight appear as if shewere testing

for the functional property of the rake (after all, she switched
if it deformed), test 5 casts strong doubt on this interpretation.

Here, the rakes were presented to Brandy by the handle ends

and, although she exhibited a high level of rake switching

(Table 6, test 5), she was just as likely to switch from the

functional to the non-functional rake. In addition, we did not

witness a single instance in which she prospectively manip-

ulated (intervened on) the rakes' bases. These facts demon-

strate that even in Brandy's case, whatever learning occur was

not adequate to motivate targeted, prospective diagnostic

interventions.

On the basis of our results, we hypothesize that the ability

to learn to use overt perceptual information to select a func-

tional tool does not, by itself, imply the existence of a mech-

anism for causal diagnostic reasoning. Indeed, work on the

development of object manipulation and tool use in human

infants suggests a complex process of learning the affordan-

ces of objects (see Gibson, 1979) as they are incorporated into

tool-using contexts (see Lockman, 2000; Lockman, 2005). Such

learning need not entail the sort of diagnostic reasoning we

have targeted in the current investigations. In particular,

intelligent perceptual-functional learning can readily occur

without a mechanism that triggers active searches for rele-

vant functional properties when they are not immediately

apparent. We speculate that intelligent perceptual-functional

learning can be governed by linking first-order perceptual re-

lations, and thus may be punctate and insufficient to support

the kind of integration needed to support the forms of causal

diagnostic interventions investigated herein. Elsewhere we

have outlined in detail how diagnostic causal interventions in

humans are supported by representing the higher-order re-

lations (floppiness, rigidity, force transfer, etc.) in which ob-

jects may be embedded, independent of the particular objects or

relations involved (Penn, Holyoak, & Povinelli, 2008; Penn &

Povinelli, 2009; Povinelli & Penn, 2011). Thus, we readily test

for a stick's “rigidity” by using our hands to try to bow it, even

though the “rigidity” in question might be needed for a

retrieving a goal object at a distance (a relation that does not

involve deformation against the hands). Conversely, we

engage in the same bowing operation in order to assess the

stick's suitability for a task in which a low degree of rigidity is

desired.

To use another, well-studied example, we heft several

stones sequence in order to locate a heavy one, regardless of

whether the selected stone is intended for use as weight to

sink a bait into water, or as a projectile to shatter a window.

Importantly, apes and other species can learn (whether over

the extended course of typical development or in massed

trials in the psychologist's laboratory) to link together the
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perceptual attributes of objects from one context to another.

For example, apes and monkeys can learn to select heavy

stones as tools for nut-cracking (e.g., Visalberghi et al., 2009).

However, this learning can be quite protracted over develop-

ment (Boesch & Boesch-Achermann, 2000) or laboratory trials

(Schrauf, Huber, & Visalberghi, 2008), and there is little evi-

dence to support the idea of a higher-order representation of

“weight” that can be used to assess an object's suitability for

many unrelated tasks involving the need for heavy and light

objects (Povinelli, 2012). It is possible to link together many

such first-order relations, however, leading to final perfor-

mances that could obscure these underlying representational

level differences (Penn et al., 2008).

Another example comes from a small literature on how

chimpanzees and human children cope with relating the

surfaces of objects as they stack them. Chimpanzees and

young children can both learn to construct stacks of objects in

which some possess irregular shapes (see Hayashi &

Takeshita, 2009). Some of the results from this work could

be interpreted in light of purported species differences in the

ability or inability to detect non-obvious causes of events, but

even in these contexts, overt perceptual cues are available for

learning (over many trials) to link together sequences of first-

order relations (“first, position the blockwith smooth surface”,

“second, orient the block with the irregular surface facing up

and then place it on top of the first block”; for further dis-

cussion, see Povinelli & Penn, 2011, Chapter 7). In contrast,

tests for the use of diagnostic interventions require subjects to

demonstrate an ability to seek out hypothesized object prop-

erties (properties that are not present to the sensory modal-

ities) either before they attempt to solve a problem (our

current investigations of prospective diagnostic in-

terventions), or after failing to achieve a desired outcome

(Povinelli and Dunphy-Lelii's investigations of retrospective

diagnostic interventions Povinelli & Dunphy-Lelii, 2001). In

this example (as well as those discussed above), the presence/

absence of prospective and retrospective diagnostic in-

terventions may be an important line of evidence for assess-

ing the level of relational complexity (and hence the

representational mechanisms) involved in a subject's perfor-

mance (see Penn & Povinelli, 2007).

As noted above, double-dissociation evidence in clinical

populations has supported the idea of two relatively inde-

pendent mechanisms that humans employ to judge the

effectiveness of objects to be used as tools. One of these draws

on past experience (semantic knowledge), the other on a

passive visual analysis of the mechanical properties of ob-

jects. Our current work raises the possibility of a third,

potentially independent factor that may modulate tool use.

The existence of such a factor pivots on the question of

whether actively testing for properties that are not obvious

from passive visual analysis alone is or is not a manifestation

of mechanical reasoning. If the same representational mech-

anismunderlies both types of problem solving behaviors, then

we would predict that corticobasal degeneration patients

(who are known to experience difficulties with traditional

mechanical reasoning tasks) would also not engage in pro-

spective diagnostic interventions and therefore fail on our tool

selection paradigm (cf Spatt et al., 2002). By contrast, in-

dividuals with semantic dementia, who exhibit preserved
mechanical reasoning on traditional tasks, would be expected

to deploy prospective diagnostic interventions. However, if

prospective diagnostic interventions arise from a distinct

mechanism, then it is possible that individuals with semantic

dementia would fail our task. If this latter result were found,

identifying patients who exhibit the opposite pattern, (i.e., the

other half of the double dissociation) would be necessary in

order to rule out accounts based on differences in task diffi-

culty. In general, this approach amounts to a first step toward

an evolutionary motivated approach to neuropychological

actions disorders in humans.

We believe causal diagnostic interventions may have

played an important role in the gradual evolution and of

human material and technological culture. Anthropological

evidence from studies of modern knappers, for example,

points to a complex, iterative, testerefine cycle in the pro-

duction of stone tools that is thought to closely resemble

techniques used by our ancestors (Faisal, Stout, Apel, &

Bradley, 2010; Roux, Bril, & Dietrich, 1995). Prospective diag-

nostic interventions may have be critical to many aspects of

these processes, as well as to the invention and manufacture

of tools and implements from a variety of othermaterials. Our

current project represents an important first step in under-

standing the extent to which other tool-using species possess

similar mechanisms.
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